
 

150 Years in a Day 

The trip takes around forty minutes from our modest Barrhaven high school to the 

Canadian Museum of History in Gatineau. I sit with my friend Lucy on the bus with Roots 

backpacks on our laps. The sun was out today (totally abnormal for a Canadian February in 

Ottawa) and it shone through our city. We passed by the Canadian War Museum and drove past 

the districts of Little Italy and Chinatown. Throughout the city, I spot many signs advertising 

Canada’s big year, 2017, also known as this year, also known as Canada 150, also known as 150 

years of Confederation. That’s a mouthful of math along with some renovations to the buildings 

of Ottawa. 

We cross the Ottawa River and we arrive in Gatineau. Our Grade Ten Canadian History 

teacher, Mr. Leveille lectures us about behaviour as we stretch ourselves up and out of the bus. 

We are directed to storage lockers for our heavy duty winter jackets (not needed for ten degree 

weather) and backpacks with precious cargo (food and money, of course). Surprisingly, our 

teacher trusts us to go our separate ways into the museum but there are a few rules, we must go 

in groups of two and we must fill out this scavenger hunt sheet. Our class divides themselves into 

pairs while Mr. Leveille hands out the sheets. Mr. Leveille says to meet back at the entrance at 

eleven o’clock for lunch (I’m craving BeaverTails). Lucy and I look at the sheet. There are five 

riddles that we have to solve and the answers are within the “history”. Thanks Mr. Leveille. 

We read the first question out loud in the Grand Hall, “Six coasts lie on a single ground, 

home is found.” We have no idea from at the start but our ears perk up to a nearby tour guide. 



 

“These are the largest displays of totem poles in the world and these houses represent six 

villages of the Pacific Coast Indians.” I run off to the window and look at the Grand Hall 

structures from afar while Lucy scribbles on the sheet. 

“The curved lines represent the water bays and the six houses represent Tsimshian, 

Haida, Nuxalk, Central Coast, Nuu-Chah-Nulth and Coast Salish peoples.” 

“So what have we learned here Lucy?” I peer down at the sheet. 

“These six houses represent different Pacific Coast peoples; they established their houses 

near water and forests that provided their necessities of life.” Lucy finishes the answer to the first 

riddle. 

“That was easy?” It was too easy. 

“I know right?” Lucy reads the second riddle out loud, “Walk down the rocky dirt road 

and outnumber their load!”  

“There was a recreation of an old town here before! Maybe we could start there.” We run 

back upstairs to the information desk. 

“Oh, that entire area was called the Canada Hall but it’s currently being transformed into 

the Canadian History Hall for Canada 150. That entire level is closed until July 1st.” We walk 

away from the clerk instantly befuddled. Lucy and I look for Mr. Leveille, but he’s gone. We 

decide to go look for our classmates yet none of them were in sight. 

“What are you looking for?” says a voice. Lucy and I both suddenly turn to an old man. 

“Nothing much sir, just here for a school trip.” I reply. 

“Sorry girls! Didn’t mean to make you jump. I’m William’ he points at his nametag, ‘I 

work here.” He seems nice? 
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“We’re trying to solve riddles.” Lucy points at our sheet. 

“Ah, I know.” Without saying another word, he leads us away. We reluctantly follow 

William while he waves at a couple colleagues.  

We stop at the entrance to the IMAX Theatre. William unlocks the door and he ushers us 

in. It’s dimly lit but dark enough for Lucy to stub her toe on a chair. 

“Take a seat. Get ready to travel back in time.” Lucy and I obey but before we can ask for 

William to repeat himself, he is gone and the lights darken. 

We hear a slight to loud whirring and it gets faster. A bright light shines behind us and a 

single ray of light followed by others hit the screen in front of us. Everything seemed to happen 

so fast and then everything stopped. Lucy and I scramble to get out of our seats and out of the 

theatre but when we opened the door, we weren’t in the museum. 

“Wha...Where..?” Lucy looks at me with shock. We turn away hoping to find the door to 

the theatre but we see only open fields. 

“Just like William said, we’re back in time.” I look at my watch but it is stuck on 9:00am  

“No time is moving back in our time.” I gasp. We look at our sheet and we find a note; 

“Solve the riddles and that's all you need to do to transport back.- William” Lucy and I remain 

flabbergasted but we start to walk around an old village. We follow the dirt road covered in snow 

and almost get run over by a horse and its passengers. Old buildings and thick conservative 

clothes fill the streets and then we enter a bakery. It’s a small place but the smell is evident. A 

jolly man in an apron rolls dough in front of the wooden shelves displaying bread. 

“Where are we?” The man keeps kneading dough. 



 

“Hello?” I wave frantically and speak loudly but he doesn’t listen. A young disheveled 

boy runs towards us and then right through me! No one can see or hear us. He points, the man 

smiles and takes the boy’s money. The boy runs out of the store and away from our sight. 

“When and where are we?” I ask Lucy. 

“Ally, I think we’re in…’ We both run outside at the sound of soldiers running towards 

the forest and we hear gunshots. ‘The Battle of Crysler’s Farm?! 1812?” When Lucy shouts these 

words, we hear ringing in our ears and everything becomes bright and fast. Then, we’re inside a 

building with flags and a bunch of men sitting at a table. One man with a shaven face stands up 

and starts talking with firm gestures but we can’t hear anything. He looks like the leader. Once 

the man finishes, all of the other men start to applaud and they scuttle outside. They sit or stand 

outside the building and a man signals for the group to freeze. 

“Is that a camera?” Lucy points to the mechanism which the man under a dark cloth 

operates. Smoke erupts. Lucy stares at the building while I look at the group. 

“This is the Province House in Charlottetown! I’ve been here.” Lucy exclaims. 

“This is a picture from our textbook!” 

“The Charlottetown Conference! John A. Macdonald, September 1864!” Everything 

whirrs then stops. The third riddle, “Yesterday set today in motion.” was solved. 

We were now in a darker and dirtier place. A young man wearing a stethoscope was 

writing something down. Lucy and I get a closer look; he’s a soldier. More soldiers carrying 

bodies of other soldiers arrive. We hear gunshots and cries but we focus on the man’s words,  

“...poppies blow, between crosses, row on row,” His hands were stained with blood yet 

his voice remarks the words that have stained Canadians forever. 



 

“In Flanders Fields, published in 1918’ I whisper. “John McCrae.” 

“Riddle Four, ’A doctor’s heart can’t be healed in these fields.’” Lucy points out. The 

light, the speed, it’s all too familiar at this point. 

We’re now at a modern highway. A man who seems to be limping towards us breathes 

and sighs in intervals. The young man wears a shirt that advertises “The Marathon of Hope.” His 

leg struggles to keep up. A police car follows him while his determined eyes look ahead. 

“Terry Fox, 1980”. Riddle Five, “Keep on running, keep on trying.” We don’t even 

notice that we’re back outside the IMAX Theatre. We are blank yet full of colour. My watch face 

shifts. We look to a sign advertising Canada 150 and back to the theatre. 

“What’s going to happen in 150 years Ally?” 

“No idea. We know some of what happened in the last 150 years and before that. We 

were settlers with spirits, a colony, dominion then a country!” An old man grins as he slugs 

down his coffee and walks by us. 

“Now look at us.” Lucy finishes. 

“Salut les filles! Finished?” Lucy scribbles on the sheet and hands it to Mr. Leveille. 

“Bon! You can continue to explore, if you want.” 

“Why couldn’t we hear and see some things? Why were we even there?” asks Lucy. 

“We don’t know exactly what happened or what will happen but we know a bit of what 

happened here. Things will change and we’ll find out more.” 

“You’re deep, what happened?” I laugh as we run towards the children’s museum. 

 


